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Cylindrical arrays are widely used in omnidirectional or very wide sector sonars. These arrays utilise
horizontal phasing for compensation of geometrica/ phase-delays, which form a narrow beam. The cylindri-
cal symmetry of the array provides beam rotation around the array. The ahead looking sonar using the
above method needs an array with a large number of staves and a larger number of receiver channels. This
paper presents the design approach to ahead looking sonars witb a cy/indrical ai-c array using delay of the
staves signals for equalising of the array and a beamforming processor for beam steering. This sonar per-
formance is determined by array parameters and a processing method used to form the beams. There is no
simple closedform ofmathematica/ expression for a de/ayed signa/s and steered beam of such arrays so the
array and method of beamforming have lo be ana/ysed by considering the e/ements spacing, weighting and
directivity. The angular aperture and radius of array curvature are analysed. The results of a computer
simulation of beam patterns for such sonars are presented. The indication for design of ahead looking sonars
with cy/indrical arc array using equalising and beam steering processing are presented.

l. Introduction

Cylindrical transducers are commonly used for the
sonification of wide sectors (2]. Unlike transmitting
scanning, they do not require a transmitting bearn-
former or a complicated design of the transmitter
[1]. Cylindrica! transducers are used mainly in round
observation sonars where using transducer symme-
try enables us to form a beam rotating around the
transducer. When using a cylindrical transducer in
an ahead looking sonar for the purpose of beam-
forming using the method applied to round observa-
tion, we need to design a transducer whose angular
aperture will be much bigger than the width of the
observed sector, The etTect is .an increased size of
the transducer and the number of sections, For each
section we need a separate channel of signal condi-
tioning, and also a fast switch of beamfomer inputs.
As a result, the size of the device (transducer) in-
creases, so does the level of its complexity and the

costs. This work intends to study the possibilities of
designing an ahead looking sonar with a transmit-
ting-receiving cylindricaI transducer with angular
aperture e!ose to the width ofthe observed sector.

2. Forming of narrow beams for a cylindrical
transducer

A multi-element cylindrical transducer is pre-
sented in Fig. 1.

The signals received by the particular elements
of the transducer are delayed to equally distribute
the location of all its elements. By doing that we
obtain II linear transducer of unequal spacing of the
elements with aU the e1ements inclined in the diree-
tion of the tangent to the surface of the cylindrical
transducer.

Let us assume, that a piane acoustic wave is in-
cident to a multi-element cylindrical transducer from
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the zero direction which matches the syrnmetry axis
of a transducer with an odd number of elements.
This is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. l . Forming oj a multi-element cylindrical
transducer with angular aperture f3 into a linear
one, with angu/ar aperture o.

At the output of the i element of the transducer,
voltage U~t) is fonned and has the following fonn:

Ult} = G,Alt + rJsin[ro(t + r;} + <pl ( I)

where:

G, - gain connected with the beam pattem of the
transducer element,

Ai(t) - echo signal envelope,
O) - pulsation,

"Ci = ~i / C - delay of the signal representing the
difference between the path between the i and
n extreme element of the transducer,

<p - phase shift in relation to n element.

For an equal angle ex of distribution of transduc-
ers, we will obtain signal delays defined with the
following fonnulas:

For an odd number of transducer elements:

~;"=(r/c){cos[(i-l)al-cos[(n-l)al (2)
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Fig. 2. Geometry o! the cy/indrica/ transducer jor
the zero direction matching the symmetry axis oj the
transducer.

and for an even number of transducer elements:

~;p = (rlc){cos[(i - I)a + ex /2]- cos[(n - I)u + a/2]

(3)

where:

r - radius ofthe cylindrical transducer,

c - sound velocity in water,

ex - angle between the neighbouring elements,

n - element - extreme element of the transducer.

Using formula (3) for an even number of ele-
ments, we calculate beam pattems for the zero di-
rection for an electronically straightened cylindrical
transducer with various transducer radii and the
nurnber of elements equal to 32. They are presented
in Fig. 3.

The greating lobes of beam pattem of Ur=2 are
too big to be applied in sonars.



Fig. 3. Beam patterns for the zero direction of an
electronically straightened transducer with 32 ele-
ments spaced at d=Y2 for:

__ r=24)..; Ur=O.6(6)
r=16)"; Ur=l.06

��... r=I2)..; Ur=I.5
r=8)"; Ur=2.0

By applying identical principles like those for
the zero direction beam, we can form beams for any
direction by ełectronic straightening of the cylindri-
cal transducer into a linear one.

Fig. 4 presents time delays for a central beam
and a beam steered to the right.

By increasing the direction of the right steered
beam, we obtain beam pattems as presented in Fig. 5
and undergoing a deformation caused by the increas-
ing transducer asymmetry which is seen at an in-
creasingly bigger angle.

Starting from a certain angle, it is deformed by a
covering of the extreme elements placed on the
opposite side.

The covering up of the extreme elements starts
from angle y which is determined with the following
formula:

y = 900 (1 - LI nr) (4)

where:
y - angle of incidence of an acoustic wave onto

the transducer, for which the angle of incidence is

)V

Fig. 4. Time delays for the central beam and right
steered beam for a 16 element transducer.

Fig. 5. Deformation of beam pattern of a 32 element
transducer witb Ur=O.6(6), with an increased beam
steered angle towards the zero direction.
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90° onto the opposite extreme element of the trans-
ducer,
L -length ofthe arc ofthe cylindrical transducer,
r - radius of the cylindrical transducer.

When the beam is deflected by 30°, it becomes
clearly deformed.

The deforrnation is exhibited by a significantly
smal! reduction of the side lobes on the right side.

For a beam deflected by 47°, an angle y of the
transducer of 33°, the beam beeomes significantly
deformed and the greating lobe inereases by 15 dB.

By using the transducer's aperture weighting, it is
possible to improve the form of the beam signifi-
eantly, and in particular we can significantly at-
tenuate the extemal side lobes for steered beams.

This is exemplified in Figures 6 and 7.

-{)d8

Fig. 6. The effects of weighting ol the transducer's
aperture on the form of the beam dejlected by 30 o

__ No weighting
___ Weighting with cos function raised by 0.5
..•• Weighting with cos function raised by 0.3
__ Weighting with cos function

Weighting of the transducer's aperture cannot
eompensate for the deformation of its symmetry,
and in partieular for the covering up of the extreme
elements for angle above y.
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Fig. 7. The effects oj weighting of the transducer's
aperture on the form of beams steered at various
angles.

Because of that, it does not help to significantly
change the form ofthe steered beam by 47° (see Fig.
7.).

Fig. 8 presents beam pattems of a 32 element
eylindrieal transducer weighted with cos function,
raised by 0.3 for various LIr and their rnatching
angles y.

The level of the right side lobe for Llr$;1.5 is
below 20dB.

The above analysis shows that it is possible to
form bearns by equalising the cylindrical transducer
for speeific directions.

Only beams formed in the seetor 2y for a cylin-
drical transdueer of Llr$;1.5 have a practical imple-
mentation.

Fig. 9 presents 15 bearns formed for various di-
rections from the seetor i26 for transdueer Ur=O.6
with 32 elements with d/y=O.5 and weighting with
cos function raised by 0.3.

The beams are well formed with side lobes be-
low -25dB' and widths of the beams change from
3.80 for the central beam to 4.3° for extreme beams.



Fig. 8. Beam patterns Jor a 32 element cylindrical
transducer electronically straightened with aperture
weighting with cosfunction raised by 0.3Jor:

__ Ur=0.5 yz42~' Ur= 0.6(6) y",,33;
���.. Ur=0.8 y",,28~' Ur=I.O y",,22~'
___ Ur=/.3(3) y""J6~· .... Ur=/.6 y",,/2~'

Ur=2.0 y.<::8.;

Fig. 10 presents 15 beams identically distributed,
but in this case for a transducer of Llr=1.3(3).You
can observe a degradation of the extreme beams
caused by the raising of side lobes. For angles
slightly less than 2y, it is possible to obtain well
formed beams. This is presented in Fig. 11.

3. Beamformer realisation for a cylindńcal
transducer

A beamformer which forms the particular beams
should perform delays of the signals OT shifts of
phase for each element of the transducer and the
direction of the beam being formed, following for-
mulas (2) and (3) generalised for a11directions. It
should realise complicated delay functions exempli-
fied in Figures 4 and 12.
Since it is necessary to precisely shift the phase or
change delays following complicated functions, it
seems that a beamformer like that will require a very
high frequency of sampling exceeding the device's

Fig. 9. Beam patterns oj /5 beams in the sector <2y
Jor a transducer oj Ur=0.6(6). d/).=0.5 and
weighting with cos Junction by 0.3.

Fig. 10. Beam patterns oj /5 beams Jor a cy/in-
drical transducer electronically straightened oj
Ur=J.3(3). d/).=0.5 and weighting with cosfunction
raised by 0.3.
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Fig. II. Beam patterns of 15 beams for a cylindrical
transducer electronica/ly straightened of Ur=0.6(6),
d/:i=0.6 and weighting with cos function raised by
0.3.

- +

Fig. 12. Functions of time delays in the forming of
beams from various directions for a cylindrical
transducer.
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working frequency by more than adozen times. It
needs to be noted, that an identical effect of beam
forming can be achieved, if the cylindrical trans-
ducer is straightened only for the central direction.
Next, the resulting linear transducer of an unequal
spacing of steered elements should be treated as a
conventional linear transducer with equal element
spacing. By doing this, we will obtain an identical
function of tirne delays, as exemplified in Fig. 12,
and identical beams. Therefore, a beamformer for a
cylindrical transducer can consist of a system of
electronic straightening ofthe cylindrical transducer,
i.e. of a system of delays of signals from the particu-
lar elements of the transducer for the central direc-
tion only, and then these signals should be treated as
if obtained from a conventional beamformer for a
linear transducer.

4.Summary

By dełaying the signals from the particular ele-
ments of the transducer according to formułas (2)
and (3) and by generalising them for all directions, it
is possible to form well formed narrow bearns in a
sector which does not exceed angle 2y described
with formuła (4). Since big greating lobes are quite
likely to appear, the transducers used should be with
U~1.5. Weighting of the transducer's aperture
reduces the level of side lobes, and especially, ex-
ternallobes. It is possible to design a sonar with one
cylindricaI transrnitting-receiving transducer of a
high angular resolution, side lobes below -25dB,
operating in the sector up to 60°, however, all ele-
ments of the transducer must be active in the form-
ing of receiving and transmitting beams.

A bearnformer for a cylindrical transducer can be
designed by equalising delays of signals for the
particular elements for the central direction only.
They should then be treated as signals obtained from
a linear transducer for which we can apply one of
the known beam forming for linear transducers.
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